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Abstract. Recently, many payment schemes for digital money have

been proposed. In most of these schemes money can be spent only once

and must then immediately be returned to the bank. The purpose of this

paper is to show the advantages of a scheme which allows the recipient

of the money to use it directly for further purchases. We discuss why

most existing schemes do not support such a payment scheme and make

a proposal of how to overcome this drawback. Furthermore, we address

the problem of achieving a fair exchange of money against service be-

tween the customer and the vendor. Few solutions to this problem have

been published and all involve a trusted third party which actively sup-

ports the exchange. Using such a trustee has the disadvantage that { for

high transaction rates { he easily constitutes a bottleneck. We present

an alternative solution based on a `passive' trustee thereby avoiding the

former disadvantage.

1 Introduction

In the last few years many payment schemes for digital money have been devel-

oped. They all have di�erent design goals. Some schemes are designed to provide

maximum security [7] other schemes are low-cost schemes suitable for so-called

micropayments [11, 17, 18]. Besides security another important feature of a pay-

ment scheme is the degree of anonymity it provides. Electronic payment with a

credit card does not o�er any anonymity to the customer whereas digital cash

ideally is fully anonymous [3]. A precise survey of the requirements for digital

money can be found in [14]. A requirement which most of the existing schemes

do not meet is the transferability of the money. Nearly all schemes can be clas-

si�ed as single-payment schemes (e.g. [3, 9, 11, 17, 18]). This means that after

the transfer of the money from a customer U

1

to a vendor U

2

the money must

be immediately returned to the bank B (see Figure 1).

Since single-payment schemes require each party to frequently contact the

bank heavy load is put on the bank. This load can be reduced by applying a

multiple-payment scheme in which the bank is contacted only sporadically. A

multiple-payment scheme is a scheme where the recipient of the digital money

can spend it with another party without contacting the bank �rst. In such a

scheme a banknote can be used for numerous payment transactions like \real"

money and not just for a single transaction. Figure 2 shows how the money is

transferred within a multiple-payment scheme.
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Fig. 2. Money transfer within a multiple-payment scheme

The fact that the bank does not need to be involved in every payment trans-

action has two advantages: First it leads to a reduced communication. Second it

leads to an increased solvency of the users if the bank is temporarily unreachable.

Suppose that after being paid �ve dollars from U

1

, U

2

has to pay �ve dollars

to U

3

. Although U

2

owns the required amount, he cannot make the payment

because the \used" money must �rst be exchanged against \fresh" money at the

bank. Since multiple-payment schemes do not require such refreshing, U

2

can

pay U

3

without any bank assistance.

Another important property of a multiple-payment scheme is the improved

anonymity. Although the customer and the vendor do not know each other's

identity, in many single-payment schemes the bank can identify both parties

when debiting the customer's and crediting the vendor's bank account. If a

multiple-payment scheme is used only the �rst party U

1

and the last party



U

n

are known to the bank. Since all other parties in-between preserve their

anonymity not a single payment transaction can be identi�ed by the bank.

While digital money payment schemes are well discussed in literature, sur-

prisingly few publications can be found concerning the fair exchange of digital

money against an electronic service over a computer network. However, when

the number of non-gratuitous electronic services increases in the near future this

problem will become extremely important. Neither will a vendor tolerate that

he obtains no payment nor will a customer accept to pay for a service which

he did not receive. Without a trusted third party (called the trustee) either of

both the customer or the vendor could defraud the other party by not delivering

the payment or the service respectively. A trustee can support the exchange by

�rst collecting the money and the service from both parties and then perform-

ing the exchange. The drawback of this protocol is that the trustee must bu�er

money and service until the exchange has been completed. Furthermore, if the

money and the service have been received, the trustee is responsible to forward

the service to the customer and the money to the vendor. Due to this active

behavior a high load is put on the trustee making him a potential bottleneck.

We propose a di�erent protocol which allows the trustee to remain much more

inactive and reduces the amount of storage needed by the trustee. Our protocol

is easy to implement and can be combined with many payment schemes, e.g.,

with the multiple-payment scheme described above.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we explain why digital money

is primarily designed for a single payment transaction. Section 3 presents a solu-

tion to the problem how a multiple-payment scheme can be designed providing

anonymous payment. The problem of guaranteeing a fair exchange of money

against service between a customer and a vendor is addressed in Section 4. Sec-

tion 5 concludes the paper.

2 Single-payment Schemes

The most important reason why existing schemes do not support multiple pay-

ment is the di�culty of preventing a user from keeping copies of already spent

money and spending it once again (this is referred to as double spending). Be-

cause of this di�culty many payment schemes are on-line schemes. For example

ECash [7] requires to contact the bank for every payment transaction. If commu-

nication with the bank is required anyway then multiple payment do not o�er

any advantages. During this communication the money might as well either be

refreshed or credited to the receiving party's account.

Another system is NetCash [14] which is designed to be an o�-line scheme. In

NetCash double spending is prevented due to the fact that the bank personalizes

the digital money by incorporating identi�ers of both transaction partners into

it. The recipient has to check that the personalized information within the money

names him as the recipient. Double spending prevention is reduced to the simple

check that the recipient did not already accept the same money. Both checks can

be done locally without contact to the bank. Unfortunately, this technique cannot



be extended to handle multiple payment, because for multiple payment identi�ers

of all recipients must be incorporated into the money. This would presume that

the bank knows all recipients in advance which is an unrealistic assumption.

Although in NetCash the payment itself is done o�-line, the spending party has

to order specially customized money from the bank beforehand. Since usually

one does not know in advance where to spend money later, NetCash cannot truly

be called an o�-line scheme.

However, some schemes using tamper resistant hardware allow the transfer

of money between two users without interference of the bank e.g. Mondex [15]

1

.

Since these schemes rely on secure hardware, they can assume that the money is

handled exclusively by a pre-de�ned untampered protocol which does not allow

copying money. Therefore, double spending is assumed to be no problem.

In software-based o�-line schemes where it is not generally possible to prevent

double spending, mechanisms must be in place which allow the identi�cation of

fraudulent users in case double spending was detected. At �rst glance this seems

to conict with the requirement for anonymity. Chaum however has proposed

a protocol [3] where the anonymous spending party must prove that he is the

legitimate owner of the money thereby revealing his identity only in case of

double spending and Chaum showed in [4] a method to extend payment systems

with transferability. Unfortunately, the assertion process of his payment system

is based on a costly challenge-and-response protocol.

3 Designing a Multiple-Payments Scheme

In this section we present our multiple-payment scheme. The basic idea is that

the money contains personalized information containing identi�ers for the cur-

rent and all previous owners of the money. We are using a chained signature

scheme described in [5] with extensions to protect the anonymity of the users.

Initially, money consists of a money header including unchangeable information

like the name of the issuing bank, its public key (signed by another authority),

a serial number, the value, an expiration date, etc. For each money transfer a

new entry called transfer line is appended which names the current owner.

Figure 3 shows how money can be passed on from one user to another. In

order to withdraw some money from his account user U

1

sends his public key

PK

1

, his account number and the desired amount to the bank. The bank creates

the header and appends the �rst transfer line consisting of the user's public key

PK

1

. Then the bank signs the whole note, delivers it to U

1

and �nally charges

his account with the appropriate amount. U

1

is now inscribed to be the owner

of the money.

If U

1

wants to transfer the money to U

2

he has to append another transfer

line which consists of U

2

's public key PK

2

which must be obtained from U

2

beforehand. Afterwards U

1

signs the whole note by using his own secret key

SK

1

.

1

Detailed information about the protocol used in Mondex is not available to the

authors.



By signing the money, U

1

has proven to be its legitimate owner since only

with knowledge of the secret key SK

1

corresponding to the public key PK

1

(which

is already incorporated into the previous transfer line) he can correctly apply

the signature. Furthermore, only U

2

can spend the so transferred money, since

he is the only one who knows SK

2

.
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Fig. 3. Money within a multiple-payment scheme

If anonymity is desired users can generate new key pairs for every payment

transaction. They do not need to reveal their identities, except for U

1

and U

n

who

both must submit their account numbers to the bank. However, even this can

be avoided if they exchange digital money for digital money instead of making

a withdrawal or a deposit respectively.

The scheme described so far provides multiple payment as well as anonymity

but no double spending detection. Since the money does not contain any hints

on the owner's identity, every user can spend the same money repeatedly to

di�erent partners without the risk of being traced.

In order to trace such a fraudulent user, the bank must somehow break his

anonymity. Therefore, for every user U

1

; : : :, U

n

the banknote must incorporate

some information which enables the bank to reveal his account number when

double spending has been detected. The major problem that must be solved is

to �nd a protocol which at the same time preserves the anonymity of honest

users.

Instead of incorporating the account number a spender can use an anonymized

authentication certi�cate (AAC). Such an AAC is a credential which can be ob-

tained by a trusted Anonymity Server (AS). It consists of an arbitrary public key

signed by the AS. Users might generate a public/secret key pair by themselves



or they might obtain it from the AS which then acts as a public key server. In

either case, the AS maintains a database which relates the signed public keys

to the user identi�ers. This requires that users must authenticate for the AS

by using a valid `passport' including, e.g., their bank account number. Figure 4

shows the communication between a user U

1

and the AS acting as a public key

server. The signed public key fPK

1

g

sign

AS

which is returned by the AS serves as

an AAC for user U

1

. Because the passport facc

1

g

sign

B

and SK

1

has to be kept

in secret, the whole communication must be encrypted. It should be noted that

each user can obtain numerous AACs from the AS. The AAC should be changed

frequently in order to ensure maximum protection of the users' anonymity.

U AS

1.     {acc  }

2.
1

1

1 sign
AS 1{PK  }          , SK

sign B

Fig. 4. Obtaining an anonymized authentication certi�cate from the Anonymity Server

When a user wants to obtain money from the bank, he can either withdraw

money from his account or exchange it for some other money. In the �rst case

the user reveals his identity while in the latter case the user remains anonymous.

Figure 5 shows the anonymized money transfer within our multiple-payment

scheme. The user sends fPK

1

g

sign

AS

, a randomly chosen value R

0

, and his

account number (or some other money) to the bank. The bank generates the

new banknote for U

1

with U

1

's AAC and R

0

incorporated in the �rst transfer

line. Finally, the bank signs the money and sends it to the user.

If user U

i

wants to pass the money to user U

i+1

, U

i+1

sends fPK

i+1

g

sign

AS

and a random value R

i+1

to U

i

. U

i

generates the new transfer line consisting of

U

i+1

's AAC and R

i+1

and appends it to the hitherto existing money (denoted

as `$

i

' in the �gure). Next, U

i

proves his legitimate ownership by signing the

whole banknote using the secret SK

i

which corresponds to his enlisted AAC

fPK

i

g

sign

AS

. Finally, he sends it to U

i+1

.

User U

i+1

must now check if the money obtained is valid and if U

i

was the

legitimate owner. In particular, he must perform the following validations:

1. Is the money header correctly signed by the bank?

This is essential to the scheme since nobody should be allowed to generate

money by himself.

2. Are the enlisted AACs valid, i.e., are all fPK

k

g

sign

AS

, k � i, correctly signed

by the AS?
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Fig. 5. Anonymized money transfer

This validation prevents the recipient from accepting money for which a

previous { potentially fraudulent { owner cannot be detected by the bank

later.

3. Have the transfer lines been signed correctly, i.e., do all signatures correspond

to the public keys within the enlisted AACs?

This ensures that all previous owners of the money were legitimate owners.

4. Is his own AAC fPK

i+1

g

sign

AS

correctly incorporated into the current trans-

fer line?

This validation ensures that the recipient will able to spend the money to

some other user.

5. Is R

i

part of the current transfer line?

This �nal validation is necessary because U

i

might try to double spend the

same banknote with still identical transfer lines to U

i+1

at some time later. If

U

i+1

then accepts the money for the second time, he cannot spend it without

being traced as a double spender by the bank. Ui+ 1 has two options to avoid

this: He can keep copies of all received banknotes in order to detect the

situation described above. Alternatively, U

i+1

must force U

i

to generate two

distinctive transfer lines by either incorporating a timestamp or a random

value. Since keeping copies as well as checking timestamps in the presence

of loosely coupled clocks would put additional burden on the users, we have

favored the use of a random value R

i

.

If all validations are successful then U

i+1

accepts the money from U

i

.

Validation 2 and 3 can be performed either to all entries or solely to the

previous one. Checking all entries within every payment transaction is helpful in

order to detect dishonest users as soon as possible: U

i

might steal a valid AAC



fPK

x

g

sign

AS

and submit it to U

i�1

who writes it to the transfer line. Next,

U

i

double-spends the money to himself by using two correctly obtained AACs

fPK

i

0

g

sign

AS

and fPK

i

00

g

sign

AS

Note that U

i

cannot sign the money correctly,

since he does not know the corresponding secret key to fPK

x

g

sign

AS

. However,

because he is trying to defraud, U

1

in the role of U

i

0

does not validate the

signature but immediately spends the money to U

i+1

. If U

i+1

checks only the

previous transfer line he will accept the money. Nevertheless, U

i

's fraud will not

be successful. When the money is �nally returned to the bank it will detect the

double spending and determine that U

i

0

and U

i

00

did not refuse the incorrectly

signed money. Therefore both can be made responsible for the double spending.

(Remember that both are synonyms of U

i

.)

If, in contrast, all previous transfer lines are always checked, neither U

i

0

nor

U

i

00

can spend the money. The inconsistencies will be detected immediately by

any potential recipient.

The bank must keep copies of all banknotes which are returned by the users

until they eventually expire. If a banknote is returned more than once then the

bank can determine the AAC of the fraudulent user by comparing the transfer

lines. The AAC certi�cate which is enlisted previous to two divergent transfer

lines names the fraudulent user. The bank can forward this certi�cate to the

AS for disclosure of the corresponding bank account number. The bank should

document the fraud by additionally submitting the divergent banknotes. The

anonymity revocation can also be used by law enforcement to proof a suspect

of other crimes e.g. money laundering. A more detailed description of possible

crimes and prevention methods can be found in [2, 13].

In the next section we will discuss the problem of a fair exchange of money

against service.

4 Purchasing Electronic Services

A crucial problem when doing electronic business is to ensure that both, the

customer and the vendor, ful�ll their duties, i.e., the customer pays the vendor

and the vendor delivers the desired service.

Suppose that due to a transmission failure the customer does not receive

the service after having already paid for it. Since he is usually not known to

the vendor, he will face di�culties to prove that he has already completed the

payment. The situation becomes even worse in the presence of a fraudulent

vendor: the vendor might take the money but denies to deliver the service. The

customer simply cannot prove that the vendor did not send the service. Requiring

the vendor to send the service prior to receiving the payment is not a solution. It

only gives the customer the possibility to cheat. Obviously, the problem cannot

be solved without the help of a trusted third party.

Only few solutions to this problem have been published so far. In NetCash

[14] a protocol is described which assures that a spender is been given a receipt

for the payment. The protocol needs specially customized money, namely coin



triplets with each part valid within a certain window of time. A currency server

serves as the trustee.

A solution without trustees is described in [12]. The protocol splits the money

into two parts. The �rst part is transferred to the vendor before he releases

the service. The second part of the money is transferred afterwards, leaving an

advantage to the customer, because he might refuse to submit the second part.

In this case the vendor is unable to identify the customer or to deposit the money

at the bank. Nevertheless, the buyer looses his money, because he cannot spend

it again without being detected as a double spender.

In [19] a protocol is described which uses the NetBill server as the trustee to

actively perform the exchange of money against a receipt.

4.1 Active Trustees

Figure 6 shows a protocol solving the problem by involving an active trusted

third party.

VC
2. amount

3. 3. service

1. request

4. service 4. 

$

$

trustee

Fig. 6. Fair exchange of money against service

The customer C tells the vendor V which service he wants to buy and nego-

tiates the price with the vendor. After receiving and inspecting the service from

the vendor and the money from the customer, the trustee performs the exchange.

This protocol and some variants are discussed in [6, 10]. A major advantage of

the protocol is that both, the vendor and the customer, can remain anonymous

to each other.



4.2 Blackboard Business

However, still some problems remain with the protocol described above. First,

the service cannot be completely checked by the trustee; the customer might still

complain about its quality later. Second, the trustee must be absolutely trusted

to keep the neither service nor the money. Finally, since the trustee is an active

party, a high transaction rate results in an enormous load making the trustee

to become a bottleneck. This can be avoided if the trustee is \passive" which

means the he simply logs the transactions. In the following, we assume that the

customer knows the vendor but stays himself anonymous. We believe that this

restriction is tolerable because it is in accordance with a normal customer-vendor

relation.

Figure 7 shows a protocol with a passive trustee, called a blackboard, which

allows fair exchange of money against service.

VC

BB

2. {service}   , amount

1. req(...), PK   , TA#

TA#:

{S}

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

S

PKC

$

C

Fig. 7. Fair exchange by using a blackboard (BB)

During the �rst step the customer requests the service from the vendor and

delivers a public key PK

C

together with a unique transaction number TA#. The

transaction number serves as the key for the blackboard entry. The customer can

obtain TA# from the blackboard or he can randomly generate it by himself. The

vendor returns the desired service encrypted with some key S and the service

price to the customer (step 2). The customer now has obtained the desired

service. However, the service remains useless to him unless he knows S. In step

3 the customer writes the entry index TA# and the money to the blackboard.

This requires the money to be somehow personalized so that only V can spend it

again. This personalization can be achieved e.g. by using the multiple-payment



scheme as described in the previous section or by encrypting the money. If the

amount paid matches with the price (step 4), the vendor copies the money from

the blackboard (step 5) and writes S to it (step 6). S should be encrypted with

PK

C

so that only customer C can apply it to the encrypted service. In the �nal

step the customer retrieves S from the blackboard and decrypts the service.

Properties of the Blackboard Protocol

Only if the customer receives the encrypted service from the vendor, he gives

away the money. He can always prove that he has delivered the money since he

has written it to the blackboard which is publicly readable.

The vendor is protected from fraudulent customers since he receives the

money before delivering the key S. If the money does not meet his expecta-

tions he refuses to deliver S and aborts the transaction. In this case the vendor

must not use the money since it is still owned by the customer who can prove it

with the help of the incomplete blackboard entry for index TA#.

If the service (or key S) delivered by the vendor does not satisfy the cus-

tomer, the latter can complain to the vendor and if necessary sue him using the

blackboard entry as a proof. This is possible due to the assumption that the

customer knows the vendor.

The blackboard is completely passive. It can only be read or written. It

keeps all log entries until they eventually expire. The expiration period should

be chosen according to the regulations which are made by the law. By request

the blackboard might also give signed receipts for any transaction logged.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a multiple-payment scheme for digital cash and a new method

which provides a fair exchange of money against service. Our multiple-payment

scheme o�ers anonymous payments with double spending detection. In contrast

to existing single-payment schemes it has the advantage that contact to the

bank is needed if two users transfer money from one to another. The money is

personalized in a way that only the designated owner can spend it to another

user or return it to the bank.

The proposed money/service exchange method by using a blackboard as a

trustee has the advantage that the blackboard only has to store messages but it

does not need to support the exchange process actively. This heavily reduces the

load on the trustee and avoids that he becomes a bottleneck at high transaction

rates.

To extend our payment scheme to double spending prevention, so called

observers as described in [1, 8] can be included into the protocol. Observers are

tamper-proof devices which increase the level of security by adding additional

hardware protection.

An interesting extension to our multiple-payment protocol is to make a ban-

knote divisible, i.e., a banknote can be split into several parts each of them



spendable separately. Such an extension allows a user to spend a ten dollar note

can be spent e.g. as two �ve dollar notes or as ten one dollar notes. To han-

dle this, in our scheme an additional number V

i

must be incorporated into all

transfer lines stating the banknote's current value. Of course, V

i

� V

i+1

; i � 0

must hold, with V

0

being the banknote's initial value as issued by the bank.

The bank however must now keep logging information of all returned parts of

each banknote. With the help of this logging information the bank can detect

fraudulent users if the total amount spent exceeds the initial value of the money.

We are currently investigating how divisible money can be e�ciently imple-

mented for our multiple-payment scheme. We are planning to integrate both

mechanisms, the multiple payment scheme and the money/service exchange

method, into a framework for distributed electronic services which is based on

the architecture described in [16].
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